
GUANGZHOU GOURMET 
DELIGHTS 

TC: CHN8DGGD-GR 

 8D7N 

DAY 01 SINGAPORE - GUANGZHOU
(MOB/-/-)
Assemble at Singapore Changi Airport, take 

Guangzhou. Upon arrival, meet 
your Guangzhou tour guide at the airport. 
transfer to Beijing Road Pedestrian Street 
at own leisure shopping 

Hotel: Clayton Hotel or similar local 5*

DAY 02 GUANGZHOU - SHENZHEN
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)

reakfast, visit Asia's largest cross-river pedestrian 
bridge Haixin Bridge, visit Huacheng Square, Canton 
Tower excluding the tower fee, take pictures of the 
appearance of the Twin Towers in Zhujiang New City, 
Guangzhou Haixinsha Asian Games Park is known as a 
tourist holy place in Guangzhou, and visit the coastal 
leisure, cultural tourism, Happy Harbour. Experience 
the "Light of the Bay" sightseeing Ferris wheel, 
compulsory tour
wheel with a panoramic view, is also the tallest Ferris 
wheel in the sky above Shenzhen. 

Hotel: Sunshine Hotel Shenzhen or similar 5*

DAY 03 SHENZHEN
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)

reakfast, visit Gankeng Hakka Townlet a Hakka 
 consist of Hakka folk art, 

Check in the landmarks of Shenzhen Lianhuashan Park, 
Bronze Statue of Deng Xiaoping, board the Diwang 
Building, a landmark building in Shenzhen, Diwang 
Sightseeing compulsory tour at own expense, 
Dongmen Pedestrian Street Free shopping. 
Hotel: Sunshine Hotel Shenzhen or similar 5*

DAY 04 SHENZHEN - ZHONGSHAN - ZHUHAI
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)

Zhongshan, visit Sun Yat-sen 
Former Residence, this is the birthplace of Sun Yat-sen. 
Taste the feast of Zhongshan Shiqi pigeons (one pigeon 

 which proceed to Zhuhai, visit Sun 
and Moon Bay - Zhuhai Opera House, Fisher Girl 
Statue, New Yuanming Palace excluding performances,  
based on the original manuscript of Beijing 
Yuanmingyuan 

Gongbei Underground Mall one of the most popular 
shopping malls in China, where you can shop freely or 
experience a variety of food. 
Hotel: Yindu Jiabo Hotel or similar 5*

DAY 05 ZHUHAI - FOSHAN
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)

, far view  the most 
-Zhuhai-

Macao Bridge to Shunde, the 
"Gourmet Capital of the World" (about 1 hour), 
Compulsory  Take a small boat ride to 
visit Fengjian Water Town. There is Jiangnan water 
town in the north and Fengjian water town in the south. 
It is known as the paradise of Guangdong known as 

" ". Next drive to Heshan to explore 
the "Overseas Chinese Town Ancient Water Town." 
Boat ride to experience the water town charm at own 
expenses. compulsory tour, this is the original water 

It is also known as "Oriental Venice".

Hotel: Nanhai Mingdu Hotel or similar 5*

DAY 06 FOSHAN - GUANGZHOU
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
Breakfast at the hotel, visit Foshan Ancestral Temple - 
Huang Feihong Memorial Hall, Ip Man Hall, Lingnan 

Street, here is the core area of Foshan city center and a 
- Zumiao 

Donghuali, to repair and use the old as it is, and at the 

into a comprehensive cultural and tourism pedestrian 
Guangzhou (about 

1 hour's drive) visit Lychee Bay. Customers can 
experience the "Pearl River Night Cruise" (night view of 

their own expense.

Hotel: Clayton Hotel or similar local 5*

DAY 07 GUANGZHOU FREE & EASY
(Breakfast/-/-)

exploring at 
own pace.

Hotel: Clayton Hotel or similar local 5*

DAY 08 GUANGZHOU - SINGAPORE
(Breakfast/-/-)

heading to the airport at the 

HIGHLIGHTS

 Beijing Road Pedestrian Street 
 
 
 
 
 Gankeng Hakka Townlet 
 Shopping: Dongmen Pedestrian Street 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PACKAGE INCLUSIVE

 

 

 
 
 

PACKAGE EXCLUDES

 

- Light of the Bay Ferris wheel 
- Diwan 
- Boat ride to visit Fengjian Water Town 
- Overseas Chinese Town Ancient Water Town + 
Boat ride 

 

 
 

Remark : -  
� The Company reserves the right to alter tour itineraries, 
travel arrangements and accommodation due to Unforeseen 
changes, weather conditions, Vaccinated Travel Lane rules.  
� In the event of any discrepancy between the English and 
Chinese itineraries, the Chinese version shall prevail 
� Itinerary may be subject to change due to circumstances 
beyond the Company’s control 


